The ω production in nucleon-nucleon collisions is described via the excitation of nucleon resonances [1] . The approach is based on the extended VMD (eVMD) model which successfully describes the mesonic R → N V and radiative R → N γ decays of nucleon resonances [2] . Among the considered resonances the N * (1535) turns out to play a special role for the ω production. The reason is a large decay mode to the N ω channel in a kinematical regime where the ω is far off-shell. A strong N * (1535)N ω coupling is implied by the available electro-and photoproduction data [2] . As a consequence large off-shell contributions in the ω production cross section appear. In particular close to threshold the off-shell production is dominant. On the other hand, the on-shell production of ω mesons at their physical masses is suppressed, since above the ω production threshold the N * (1535) acquires a large width and dissolves. We found that near threshold, the off-shell production of the 
ω's becomes dominant. This part of the cross section can, however, be hardly identified experimentally and is attributed currently to the background [3, 4] . To compare to data we applied the same procedure as experimentalists: The theoretical "background" from the off-shell production was subtracted and only the measurable pole part of the cross section was taken into account. Doing so, the available data are accurately reproduced starting from energies very close to threshold up to energies significantly above threshold without adjusting any new parameters. At small excess energies the full cross section is about one order of magnitude larger than the measurable pole part. Since the observed results depend crucially on the role of the N * (1535) in [1] we considered also an alternative scenario which is possible within experimental uncertainties. A different normalization to the N ρ channel, based on an alternative set of quark model predictions, allows to reduce the N ω decay mode by maximally a factor of 6 to 8, however, at the expense of a slightly worse reproduction of the existing data set. With the reduced N ω coupling the N * (1535) shows no extraordinary behavior and the off-shell contributions are substantially reduced. However, this resonance contributes now fully to the peak part of the cross section which leads to a significant overestimation of the experimental data around and several 100 MeV above threshold (not shown here). We conclude that, consistent with the analysis of electro-and photoproduction data, the measured ω production in pp reactions favors the scenario of a large coupling of the N * (1535) to the N ω channel. The consequences are large off-shell contributions in the ω production cross section around threshold. Experimentally this part of the cross section is hardly accessible since it is hidden in the general experimental background. However, if the off-shell ω production is large, the number of dileptons produced in pp collisions should be significantly greater than one would expect from estimates based on the on-shell production of ω's. This effect should manifest itself in the description of the dilepton production in pp collisions at kinetic beam energies which correspond to the ω-meson threshold. It can have consequences for the dilepton production in heavy-ion collisions.
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